Blue Dot Tops introduces a fiberglass top and vinyl plastic windshield to fit over the top frames of golf cars. According to the company, initial installation takes about 15 minutes.

Boylan Leasing, Inc. Offers leasing, sales and service agreements for Harley-Davidson electric and gasoline golf cars.

Citation Mfg. Company is exhibiting the electronic Golf Caddy.

Club Car, Inc., features the four-wheel electric Caroche golf car with automotive steering, aluminum I-beam; has triple-thick impact resistant fiberglass body. Offers 1,298-square inches of footroom. Accessories include hardtop canopy, windshield, hubcaps, tow bar, wrap-around bumpers, extra bag attachments, lights and horn. Also available are the Caroche Runabout and Vanguard over-the-road electric vehicles capable of sustaining speeds of 24 to 26 miles per hour for a distance of 53 miles on a single battery charge.

Cushman Motors, Div. of Outboard Marine Corp. Eight models make up line for 1973. The four-wheel Town & Fairway comes with 36-volt electric or 10hp gasoline power. Can carry two bags, two passengers. Gran Cushman 400, a four-wheel car, in electric or gasoline model. Storage compartment, replaceable rubber floor mat inserts, garment storage, steering wheel-mounted score card holder are standard. Gran Cushman 300, three-wheel car, in electric or gasoline model. Equipment same as 400. Trophy 400 (four-wheel) and Trophy 300 (three-wheel) electric cars.

ESB Brands, Inc. Features the William and Exide EV-88 and EV-106 Electric Vehicle batteries. Newly designed plaque for the EV-88 models and all-white cover for EV-106s for easy identification. Offset terminals, new this year, are combination of SAE post and threaded stud; post top is flat for better electrical connection; stud has full hex head imbedded in terminal body to prevent pulling out or twisting loose when nut is tightened.

E-Z-Go Car Company, Div. of Textron Inc. Features three-wheel (X-440) and four-wheel (X-444) electric, and three-wheel (GX-440) and four-wheel (GX-444) gasoline golf cars. Three-wheel models have beefed-up front fork and dual hydraulic shocks. Four-wheel models have low center of gravity, higher ground clearance and shorter turning radius. Electric cars feature a 36-volt D.C. engine with a motor shaft directly connected to differential pinion shaft. Gas cars feature two-cycle, single cylinder air-cooled engine.

General Battery Corp. will introduce the polypropylene E.V. battery designed for performance demands of electric vehicles.

Gould Inc., features the Matched Set—reactance limited battery chargers and power breed golf car batteries for a complete battery system. Off-board model battery chargers are designed for use with all electric vehicles with 36-volt power systems requiring a separate charging source.

Harley-Davidson Motor Company offers a four- and three-wheel electric and a four- and three-wheel gasoline golf car for 1973. The four-wheel cars feature individual front wheel suspension, coil shocks, long life vinyl floor mat, bever-

Flagmaster, Inc., introduces the Flagmaster 1000 four-wheel electric golf car. All fiberglass styling with stainless steel trim. Fore and aft adjustable driver's seat, rust-proof scorecard holder, rubber spike resistant floor matting and automatic forward and reverse indicator lights. Options include fiberglass surrey top, cigarette lighter, radio, beverage holder.

Jarman Company, subsidiary of Browning. Features Bag Boy golf carts of rugged tubular aluminum with heavy-duty die cast aluminum wheels. Pre-lubricated steel ball bearings, rubber tires, parallel spring suspension, compact fold down system and optional seat. Clubster combination bag and golf cart. Play Day golf cart. Introducing new Bag Boy rental golf cart for pro shops, has vinyl covered brackets, 12-inch balloon tires, all steel, chrome-plated, guaranteed two years.

Maynard Sales International, Inc., features the Maynard Electronic Caddy, which operates through a homing device activated by a small transmitter carried in a pocket or clipped onto a belt. The transmitter sends a signal to a receiver inside of Maynard. Two
analog computers calculate the speed, distance and direction of the golfer and automatically translate these signals into power pulses for the pair of electric motors.

Motor Appliance Corp. Complete line of battery chargers for golf cars and personnel carriers. Twelve- to 36-volt chargers with recessed timer, pilot light to show operating condition, 12-hour timer, non-aging silicon rectifiers, heavy-duty Ferro-Resonant Transformer and exclusive Thermo overload protector for maximum protection. The Series E battery/chargers cannot be damaged due to short circuit condition or accidental reverse polarity.

Pargo, Inc., features new improvements in its 1973 golf car line. Electric golf cars with adjustable seat back, increased protection including side rub rails all around the fiberglass segments of the car. Increased leg room and storage space for pocketbooks and sweaters. Car has been designed to give deluxe ride by the use of rear coil springs. Electrical changes have been made for ease of maintenance.

Shatai Kogyo Company, Ltd., features the Ssket electric golf car manufactured in Japan. The lightweight car has a steel frame and fiberglass body.

Sit-N-Rest Golf, Inc., features the Cart-Boy combination golf cart/golf bag.

Playmaster Corp. introduces the Playmaster golf car, which features a fiberglass body, two reverse speeds, caliber disk brakes and carries four golf bags.

Westinghouse Electric Corp. introduces the Model 437 (three-wheel) and Model 436E four-wheel electric golf cars. Cars are powered by a 4 1/2 hp traction-rated motor and feature adjustable seats, all-steel construction, bolt-on panels, oversize tires and full springs for front and rear suspension.

Westcoaster, Div. of Otis Elevator Company, features the S71, four-wheel electric golf car. Also 970-A-4 gas turf vehicle.

GOLF EQUIPMENT

Acushnet Sales Company. Titleist golf clubs have stainless steel irons with the weight redistributed between hosel and toe. Also Finalist and Titlette (ladies’) clubs. Introduces new Titleist golf ball with 324 shallow dimples, 12 less than previous ball. Also Finalist and Club Special golf balls. Golf bags come in leather, buckskin and reinforced vinyl, with matching headcovers and carryalls.

All Star Pro Golf Company, Inc., All Star Invitational irons with either stainless steel or conventional steel heads. Super All Star 300 pro-only golf ball.

American Precision Golf Corp., will show golf clubs.

Ames-Avon Industries. Avon molded rubber golf grips, including Cobra with a very coarse simulated tire-tread pattern; Falcon, “hourglass” effect for interlocking grip.

Around-The-Green Enterprises features blade and flange type putters and the chipper model with a brass head and black line top. Accessories: golf towels, putter/chipper covers, the Bal-Bak retriever and the Pacifica electric pull cart.

Atlantic Products Corp. Golf bags, with 15 new model designs for 1973. Lancer front ball pocket; Indexer nine-inch molded bottom, which allows grip separation in a conventional bag; three new Pro Harness assemblies; women’s vanity pocket design; new full gusset headcovers and new golf bag travel covers.

Burton Mfg. Company features Steerhide, Leather Tex, Sports Vinyl and Sunday golf bags. Bags have steel ring reinforcement, padded slings, hidden umbrella well, large pockets and Delrin zippers. Burton also features the Stowaway Carry-all which matches golf bag colors. Also available are bag covers and headcovers. Burton also distributes Penfold golf gloves; Penfold golf balls in American and British sizes; Morton Knight men’s cool weather jackets and all-weather golf apparel.

Butchart-Nicholls, Inc., introduces SCX golf clubs with investment cast stainless steel heads with power toe and sole extremity weighting. Clubs are not swing weighted, but feature B-N’s ration balance controlled total weight with stroke control design. Woods have brass weights in toe; Model X-1 clubs feature semi-flanged sole; Professional woods and irons in men’s and women’s models.

Chico’s Tomahawk, Inc., makes custom made putters, pitching wedges and handmade putter covers as well as the Rake sandwedge.

Otey Crisman Putter Company. Handcrafted putters feature hickory, steel, aluminum or bamboo shafts.

George Diehr Golf Repair features